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 Cancer patients often have inappropriately low energy intake, exhibit an increased loss of muscle proteins and generalized 
inflammatory status. Nutritional support aims to reverse these processes. Covering energy requirements is necessary for 
safety of  anti-cancer treatments: radiotherapy, chemotherapy, surgery. Nutritional support and nutritional status monitoring 
should be managed at every stage of the disease. Nutritional intervention is most important in malnourished patients. 
Comprehensive, individualized nutritional care improves the results of treatment in cancer patients. Nutritional therapy is 
essential in obtaining the best results from anti-cancer treatment; however, it will be effective, if should completely cover 
nutrient requirements.
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Covering energy requirements as an element of 
anti-cancer therapy
Deficiencies in nutrition state are commonly observed in pa-
tients with diagnosed cancer. The state of the organism’s nu-
trition is one of the most essential elements that determines 
the overall condition of the body.

Malnutrition is a state resulting from malabsorption or inge-
stion of nutrients followed by changes in body composition. It can 
lead to the impairment of broadly understood organism activities 

– both physical and mental [1]. The causes of malnutrition include 
insufficient oral nutrition, increased loss of nutrients and increased 
energy expenditure; these can all be related to the development 
of cancer. For malignant cancer patients, a negative protein and 
energy balance can additionally be escalated by lower food con-
sumption as a result of anorexia and/or impaired absorption  
[2–4].

The body mass index (BMI), i.e. a measure of relative body 
mass based on the weight and height of a patient is one of 
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the primary parameters used for the assessment of nutritional 
status. BMI was identified as a prognostic factor for many types 
of cancers [5], i.e. a weight loss by >10% over six months and/or 
a BMI below 20 kg/m2 are identified in 75% of patients with new-
ly diagnosed malignant cancers of the head and neck area [3].

Cancer patients have inappropriately low energy intake, 
exhibit an increased loss of muscle proteins and generalized 
inflammatory status that enhance the intensity of catabolic 
reactions in the body [2]. In those patients, we can observe an 
increased level of basic metabolic rate (BMR) that frequently 
co-exists with body mass loss, and is particularly exacerbated 
in lung and pancreatic carcinoma patients. It seems that the 
total metabolic rate (TMR) level in advanced cancer patients is 
lower when compared to healthy persons, which is  associated 
with a reduction of the patients’ physical activity [2, 6, 7].

Similarly to healthy persons, nutritional therapy conduc-
ted in cancer patients should include an assessment of the 
TMR level. Nevertheless, we should note the potential risk for 
over- and underestimation of calorie intake in overweight and 
malnourished patients, respectively. We also have to remember 
that nutritional therapy in cancer patients is only valid when a 
patient receives all their essential nutrients, especially a high 
protein intake of 1–1.5 g/kg of body weight (BW) per day. The 
energy intake should amount to 25–30 kcal/kg BW/day [2, 4].

Despite contradictory reports on the role of immunonu-
trition, it is believed that it has a particular significance in the 
perioperative period in patients with upper digestive tract 
cancer [8]. The nutrition is preferably administered via the 
oral or enteral route [9]. The diet prepared for cancer patients 
should also include eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), an essential 
substrate for cyclooxygenase that limits an inflammatory re-
sponse in the patient’s body [2, 10].

The nutritional intervention used during radiochemothe-
rapy in head and neck cancer patients positively impacts their 
nutritional status and quality of life [11]. Moreover, it results in 
markedly lower body mass loss compared to patients who do 
not receive such support [12].

Regarding chemotherapy, treatment results depend on the 
stage of cancer as well as on the level of body mass loss and the 
patient’s nutritional status. A lower body mass loss during che-
motherapy is associated with better results of anticancer therapy 
and improved survival of patients – even those with inoperable 
and unresectable lesions. On the other hand, a higher body mass 
loss and lower BMI are linked with a higher risk of complications. 
A normal nutritional status increases the chances of completing 
systemic therapy at the scheduled time and doses. [13–15].

Nutritional intervention is particularly important in the 
context of prevention and delay of cancer cachexia develop-
ment. Cachexia is most often defined as a body mass loss >5% 
in the previous six months or more than 2% when the patient’s 
BMI is <20 kg/m2. Cachexia is defined as a multi-factor syndro-
me characterized by a permanent loss of skeletal muscle mass 
with a loss of body fat (or without it), which cannot be fully 

reversed by conventional nutritional support [16]. According 
to Fearon, cachexia is a multifactorial, dynamic and progressing 
process divided into 3 phases: pre-cachexia, cachexia and the 
final one: treatment-resistant cachexia (refractory cachexia) 
with an expected survival time below 3 months [17].

The pathophysiology of the syndrome is characterized by 
a negative protein and energy balance, affecting the overall 
quality of life in a negative way, reducing tolerance to treat-
ment and decreasing the overall survival of cancer patients. 
In cancer patients, cachexia syndrome is one of the major 
causes of morbidity and mortality. The progressing cachexia 
indicates a poor prognosis with a shorter survival time and it 
accompanies nearly 20% of all deaths caused by cancer [18].

Nevertheless, it should be remembered that cancer pa-
tients with concurrent metabolic disorders and body mass loss 
receiving hypercaloric nutrition often do not gain bodyweight. 
Therefore, such an intervention is not recommended. 

Malnutrition and muscle atrophy are often observed in 
cancer patients; they have a negative impact on the result of 
clinical treatment and lead to prolonged hospitalization. The 
most frequent causes include an increase in energy and protein 
demand resulting from the catabolic and physiological effects 
of cancer cachexia, inadequate dietary intake and decreased 
physical activity [19]. 

The fundamental nutritional problem experienced by 
patients suffering from cancer – and likely the one with 
the greatest influence on prognosis – is muscle atrophy 
(sarcopenia). A low muscle mass is common regardless of 
the stage of cancer (curative to palliative) and is an indepen-
dent predictor of poor physical function, lower quality of life, 
surgical complications, cancer progression and decreased 
chances of survival [20].

Nutritional intervention enables the prevention and treat-
ment of anti-cancer therapy-related complications, including 
surgery, as well as improves its efficacy and extends patients’ 
survival.

In order to face the deterioration of the nutritional state, 
it is of great significance to collect data on nutritional status 
and its evolution over the course of the disease. Various 
types and sites of cancer present distinct nutritional models 
which require adjusted nutritional therapy. The deterioration 
of the state of nutrition is multifactorial – it can be a result 
directly related to cancer, nutrition and/or metabolism [21]. 
Nutritional interventions will differ depending on the medical 
history of patient, type and stage of cancer and response to 
therapy. If a patient can eat and has an efficient digestive tract, 
nutritional counseling with or without ONS should be the 
selected intervention in order to take account of the amen-
ded nutritional requirements caused by treatment or disease 
[21, 22]. All cancer patients should be regularly controlled in 
terms of the development risk or presence of malnutrition. In 
all patients except for those provided with end of life care, it 
is necessary to meet all requirements regarding energy and 
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protein to order nutritional interventions in a gradual way 
starting from counseling to parenteral nutrition. Neverthe-
less, the benefits and risk of nutritional interventions need to 
be well-balanced with particular reference to patients with 
advanced disease [22]. 

Pharmacoeconomic aspects of nutritional 
therapy in cancer patients 
Anti-cancer treatment initiation in emaciated patients is as-
sociated with a mortality and infectious complications rate 
of 30% and 75%, respectively. It should be remembered that 
a loss of lean body mass (LBM) and a reduction in physical 
capacity are signs accompanying both chemotherapy as well 
as advanced cancer. Body mass loss during chemotherapy has 
a direct impact on the therapeutic effect, among others resul-
ting in a reduction of chemotherapy duration and the need to 
decrease doses of cytotoxic drugs. Moreover, it is associated 
with a decrease of the overall survival rate, the duration of 
the treatment response, a deterioration of patients’ quality of 
life and performance status as well as with the worsening of 
general health conditions [15, 24, 25]. Comprehensive nutri-
tional care should be proposed to every patient aimed at not 
only extending survival but also improving the quality of life. 
Nutritional support should be individualized and adjusted to 
the cancer stage. 

In the preoperative preparation of patients at high nutritio-
nal risk, nutritional therapy is particularly important [26]. Oral 
nutritional supplements (ONS) facilitate an increase in nutrient 
intake and thus allows for stabilization or improvement in 
nutritional status. The patient should receive an appropriate 
intake which in case of immunonutrition consists of 3 x 250 ml 
of products containing arginine, n-3 fatty acids, or nucleotides 
[4]. Such supplementation is not reimbursed by the National 
Health Fund (NFZ) in Poland, even though it brings measurable 
benefits such as an improvement in the general health condi-
tion and also shortens the duration of the hospital stay [4, 9, 
8]. It was demonstrated that the use of ONS as an intervention 
aiming only to improve nutrient intake resulted in a reduction 
of the re-hospitalization rate by 27.1% [27]. However, it is be-
lieved that the addition of immunomodulatory substances 
may boost that effect.

The pharmacoeconomic aspects of nutritional therapy in 
cancer patients illustrate the fact that two out of three surgical 
patients demonstrate nutritional status disorders. These distur-
bances are linked to a three fold increase in the risk of compli-
cations and a five fold increase in the risk of death compared 
to normally nourished persons. Unfortunately, despite the data 
mentioned above indicating the role of nutrition in cancer, 
only three out of four surgeons believe that peri-operative 
nutrition has a real impact on the number of complications. 
Moreover, only a small number of patients receive preoperative 
nutritional intervention despite the availability of sufficient 
evidence supporting the fact that the financing of nutrition 

therapy during the hospital stay results in the reduction of 
total treatment costs . This is confirmed by data showing that, 
on average, malnourished patients stay at the hospital for 17.2 
days while patients without malnutrition only 9.7 days [28].

Elements of nutritional care are included and regulated 
by the comprehensive perioperative care protocol ERAS. Its 
use results in the average shortening of patients’ hospital 
stay by 2.5 days, a reduction in the risk of complications by 
40%, non-surgical complications by 60% and respiratory and 
cardiovascular complications by 60% and 50% respectively 
[29]. Furthermore, it markedly increases the rate of 5-year 
survival [30]. Regardless of the amount of data indicating the 
importance of the ERAS protocol, its recommendations are 
implemented in only 1% of patients. Should this data not be 
sufficiently convincing, it is worth adding that the profitability 
of enteral, parenteral nutrition and PEG amounts to >40%, 
>30%, and 30–40% respectively [29].

Discussion
The above-mentioned considerations provoke discussions 
concerning several topics. The first topic concerns the patient’s 
access to information. Emphasis was placed on the need to 
provide cancer patients with complete and understandable 
information about the desired mode of nutrition. Such in-
formation should also describe the possibility of using ONS 
to improve the patient’s nutritional status. It is also essential 
to present this information to the patient  at the moment of 
diagnosis in order to create the possibility of implementing 
nutritional therapy early on as a part of the comprehensive 
anti-cancer treatment [2, 28, 31]. 

Particular attention was also paid to the fact that the fre-
quency of patients referred to a nutritional consultation is in-
creasing. However, those referrals are often delayed and in the 
majority of cases take place when anti-cancer treatment related 
complications emerge (for example, when chemotherapy ces-
sation or surgery deferral is needed). The fact that hospitals only 
employ a small number of dietitians and that the estimated 
duration of a dietetic consultation, including the measurement 
of lean body mass (LBM) and a nutritional interview, is 30 mi-
nutes is vital as well. Taking into account the benefits of using 
nutritional support, we should also consider of funds relocation 
and enabling the patient to access this type of services.

No published randomized trials evaluate the role of nu-
tritional care in cancer patients. However, a report by Schuetz 
demonstrates that the use of an appropriate, ESPEN guideli-
nes-compliant model of nutritional care results in a reduction 
of complication rates and 30-day mortality rate of inpatient 
non-surgical patients compared to a control group receiving 
standard care [32].

Conclusions
Nutritional support and nutritional status monitoring should 
be managed at every stage of cancer. Comprehensive, indivi-
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malnourished patients. Nutritional therapy is essential to obtain 
the best results from anti-cancer treatment; however, it should 
completely cover all nutrient requirements.
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